Seesaw ‘I can’
statement poster
progressions
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I can choose the right
Seesaw tool for my activity
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Beginner

❏
❏

❏

I can choose a
tool to use
I can choose a
tool to match
my learning
activity
I can use the
tool with
teacher
supervision

Proﬁcient

❏

❏

❏

I can choose the
right tool for my
learning activity
I can use the
tool with little
teacher
assistance
I can try
something new
with the tool

Advanced

❏

❏

❏

❏

I can choose the
right tool for my
learning activity
I can use the
tool
independently
I can teach
others how to
use the tool
I know the
purpose of the
tool

I can create my learning
on Seesaw (with/out
teacher assistance)
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Beginner

❏

❏

❏

I can use
Seesaw with
teacher
assistance
I can ask my
teacher for help
using Seesaw
I can ask my
friends for help
using Seesaw

Proﬁcient

❏

❏

I can use
Seesaw with
little teacher
assistance
I can take risks
and try
something new
with little
teacher
assistance

Advanced

❏

❏

❏

I can use
Seesaw without
teacher
assistance
I can teach
others how to
use Seesaw
I can try
something new
on Seesaw

I can use the ‘like’ button
to like others work
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Beginner

❏

❏

I can use the
‘like’ button with
teacher
assistance
I can ask my
friends how to
‘like’ others work

Proﬁcient

❏

❏

❏

I can use the
‘like’ button with
some teacher
assistance
I can talk about
why I ‘like’ others
work
I can talk to my
friends about
why I ‘like’ others
work

Advanced

❏

❏

❏

❏

I can use the
‘like’ button
independently
I can teach
others how to
‘like’ other work
I can talk about
why I ‘like’ others
work
I can talk to my
friends about
why I ‘like’ others
work

I can write a comment on
others work
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Beginner

❏

❏

❏

I can comment
on others work
with teacher
assistance
I can write a
short comment
e.g. I like your
work
I can write a
positive
comment

Proﬁcient

❏

❏

❏

❏

I can comment
on others work
with little
teacher
assistance
I can explain my
comment e.g. I
like how you….
Because I …..
I am becoming
more conﬁdent
writing a
comment on
others work
I can leave a
voice comment

Advanced

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

I can use a
mixture of voice
and written
comments
I can leave
comments
independently
I can reﬂect on
learning with
the comment
I can ask
questions with
my comments
I can teach
other students
how to leave a
comment

I can use the green + to
share my learning
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Beginner

❏

❏
❏

I can use the
green + to share
my learning with
teacher
assistance
I know what the
green + is for
I can ﬁnd the
green + on my
journal screen
with teacher
assistance

Proﬁcient

❏

❏

❏

I can use the
❏
green + to share
my learning with
little teacher
assistance
❏
I know what the
green + is for and
can talk about it
with my friends
❏
I can ﬁnd the
green + on my
own

Advanced

I can use the
green + to share
my learning
independently
I know what the
green + is for and
can talk about it
with my friends
I can show
others where the
green + is

I can share and view work
on the class Seesaw blog.
I can leave a comment.
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Beginner

❏

❏

❏

I can share
items to the
Seesaw blog
with teacher
assistance
I need help to
ﬁnd where the
blog is
I can ﬁnd the
connected
Seesaw blogs
with teacher
assistance

Proﬁcient

❏

❏
❏

I can share
❏
items to the
Seesaw blog
with little
teacher
❏
assistance
I know where the
blog is found
I can view the
❏
connected
Seesaw blogs

Advanced

I can share
items to the
Seesaw blog
independently
I can teach
others how to
share items to
the blog
I can view the
blogs and
provide positive
comments on
blog items

I can use the recording
tool to add detail to my
work
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REC
Beginner

❏

❏

❏

I can add voice
❏
recordings to my
work with
teacher
assistance
I can talk about ❏
my learning
evidence with
teacher
❏
assistance
I need help to
ﬁnd the
recording tool

Proﬁcient

I can add voice
❏
recordings to my
work with little
teacher
assistance
❏
I can talk about
my learning
evidence
I can ﬁnd the
recording tool
independently
❏

Advanced

I can add voice
recording to my
work
independently
I can talk about
my learning
evidence and
why I have
shared it in a
voice recording
I can teach
others how to
add voice
recordings

RE
C

I can use the drawing tool
to add detail to my work
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Beginner

❏

❏

❏

I can use the
❏
drawing tool to
add detail to my
work with
teacher
assistance
I need help to
❏
ﬁnd the drawing
tool
❏
I use the drawing
tool respectfully

Proﬁcient

I can use the
drawing tool to
add detail to my
work with little
teacher
assistance
I know where the
drawing tool is
I use the drawing
tool respectfully

Advanced

❏

❏
❏

❏

I can use the
drawing tool to
add detail to my
work
I know where the
drawing tool is
I can teach
others about the
drawing tool
I use the drawing
tool respectfully

I can use the label or
caption tool to add detail to
my work
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T
Beginner

❏

❏

❏

I can use label or ❏
caption tool to
add detail to my
work with
teacher
assistance
I can ﬁnd the
label or caption ❏
tool with the
teacher
I need help to
❏
know the
difference
between the
tools

Proﬁcient

I can use the
label or caption
tool to add
detail to my
work with little
teacher
assistance
I can ﬁnd the
label or caption
tool
I know the
difference
between the
tools

Advanced

❏

❏

❏

I can use the
label or caption
tool to add
detail to my
work
independently
I can ﬁnd the
label or caption
tool
I can teach
others how to
use the label or
caption tool

I can use more than one
Seesaw tool in my work
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Beginner

❏

❏
❏

❏

I can choose the
best tool to help
me with teacher
assistance
I need help to
ﬁnd the tools
I know how to
use some of the
tools
I am not
conﬁdent using
Seesaw

Proﬁcient

❏

❏

❏
❏

I can choose the
best tool to help
me with little
teacher
assistance
I know about
most of the
tools
I can ﬁnd most
of the tools
I am beginning
to gain
conﬁdence
using Seesaw

Advanced

❏

❏
❏
❏

❏

I can choose the
best tool to help
me with my
work
I can work
independently
I know where to
ﬁnd the tools
I can teach
others how to
use the tools
I can use
Seesaw
conﬁdently

I can teach other students
how to use Seesaw tools
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Beginner

❏
❏

❏

I need help to
use Seesaw
I am not
conﬁdent
teaching others
to use Seesaw
I need help to
use Seesaw
tools

Proﬁcient

❏

❏

❏

I can teach
others how to
use some parts
of Seesaw
I can teach
others how to
use Seesaw
tools i know
I am beginning
to gain
conﬁdence using
Seesaw

Advanced

❏

❏

❏

❏

I can teach
others how to
use Seesaw
tools
I can talk to my
teacher about
Seesaw
I know why I use
Seesaw in my
learning
I am conﬁdent
using Seesaw

Thank you

I truly appreciate and value your feedback!
If you have any questions, suggestions of
requests please feel free to email me at
info@mrspriestleyict.com.

You may:
●

●

●

Use this item for
personal use, for your
students and in your
classroom.
Review this item for
the purpose of
recommending it to
others as long as there
is a direct link back to
Mrs Priestley ICT
website or TPT store.
Enjoy this product for
years to come! Check
back for updated
versions at your
leisure.

You may not:
●

●
●

●

Give this item to
others (please refer
them to my website or
TPT store).
Copy this item for use
by others.
Post this item on a
website (including
personal websites and
classroom websites).
Copy or modify any
part of this document
to offer to others for
free or for sale.

Check out my website for
more information
www.mrspriestleyict.com
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